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Abstract: The use of humic-like substances, zeolites, various porous oxides (i.e., Al, Fe, or Si oxides), and magnetic nanocomposites in the adsorption of agrochemicals from water was critically reviewed. Firstly, the adsorbents were characterized from the structural, textural, and physico-chemical points of view. Secondly, the fundamental aspects of the adsorption of various agrochemicals on the solids (dependence on pH, kinetics, and isotherm of adsorption) were studied and interpreted on the basis of the adsorbent features. Thirdly, iterative processes of agrochemical removal from water by adsorption on the reported solids were described. In particular, in some cases the residual concentration of agrochemicals in water was lower than the maximum concentration of agrochemicals that the Italian regulations allow to be released in wastewater, surface waters, or sink water.
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1. Introduction

The use of agrochemicals, although unpleasant, appears absolutely necessary to tackle the various kinds of adverse events that can largely damage the quality of the various crops, and allows for a significant increase in production. In association with this benefit, the risk of environmental pollution must be considered. Besides environmental pollution, the use of agrochemicals may give rise to many serious pathologies for human beings [1]. Besides the fact that the soil and the surface water are mostly exposed to them, the harmfulness of agrochemicals is enhanced by their mobility and persistence in the aqueous media [2] and by the fact that they can be dangerous also at low (sometimes not detectable) concentrations, which make them a type of emerging contaminants [3]. In order to protect the environment and human health it is important to develop proper methodologies
to prevent water and/or soil contamination by agrochemicals and to remediate contaminated soils and water bodies. The increasing concern towards agrochemicals is confirmed by many scientific works [1–19], which propose many different methods for their removal.

Among them, adsorption enjoys a large consideration owing to its efficiency, intrinsic simplicity, and low cost. In particular, activated carbons are the most widely used adsorbents for agrochemical removal from water [20–22]. Although activated carbons are among the most effective adsorbents owing to their high surface area, their use does not appear free from troubles. Actually, a considerable fraction of activated carbon is lost during each cycle of its regeneration, which is performed by thermal desorption or combustion, and the loss of adsorbent is a major economic consideration in any large-scale remediation application [21].

The above considerations worldwide promoted active research on the use of adsorbents (other than activated carbons) for agrochemical removal from water and the production of innovative and efficient adsorbents. This work intends to critically review the data regarding agrochemical adsorption on a selection of adsorbents, namely (1) a material of natural origin mainly formed by humic-like substances, (2) zeolites, and (3) various porous oxides (of Fe, Al or Si) and some magnetic metal-ceramic nanocomposites obtained through a simple and low-cost process based on the use of transition metal-exchanged commercial zeolites as a smart precursor. The reasons for the particular selection of adsorbents are the following:

1. Materials of natural origin mainly formed by humic-like substances are often by-products of many processes of the food industry. Such materials, which are wastes to be disposed of, exhibit some adsorption and cation exchange properties [23–26]. It would be extremely attractive to use such waste materials in the remediation of waters polluted by agrochemicals. Moreover, after adsorption, such natural materials can be easily composted, allowing the destruction of the adsorbed agrochemicals [27–29].
2. Zeolites characteristically exhibit adsorption and cation exchange properties [30,31]. Moreover, the cost of many commercial zeolites is very low on account of their widespread availability [32] and the fact that processes for their production were optimized a long ago [33]. Finally, the use of zeolites for environmental purposes is well established [34,35].
3. Oxides of various elements, with different degrees of porosity, are commercially available at low cost and/or may be produced by a number of techniques, such as sol-gel methods [36–39]. Such porous oxides are known to exhibit very good adsorption properties [40–43].
4. Adsorption processes from liquid phase are performed either by flowing the liquid phase through a fixed bed of adsorbing material in a columnar plant or by dispersing the adsorbent in the liquid phase in batch reactors. Both alternatives exhibit problems: columnar plants are subjected to channeling and head losses, which worsen the liquid–adsorbent contact and may complicate the control of the process itself, whereas the separation of the exhausted adsorbent from the liquid is the most prominent problem in batch reactors. The use of magnetic adsorbents would allow for performing the adsorption process in a batch reactor system, thus obtaining a very intimate liquid–adsorbent contact, but avoiding all the troubles related to the solid separation, by simply using an external magnet to separate the magnetic adsorbent from the liquid phase.

Data on agrochemical removal from waters by using the adsorbents reported in the works hereafter reviewed are used to study the features of the kinetics and equilibrium, which permits a better understanding of the various kind of interplays between the agrochemical molecules and the adsorbent active sites.

Moreover, the evolution of the logical set up of scientific works concerning agrochemicals removal from water will be shown. Actually, the reader will see how, in more recent works, together with the scientific speculations deriving from the traditional elaboration of adsorption data in terms of equilibrium and kinetic modelling, growing attention is being paid to the legal limits of agrochemicals in various types of water.

In this work, adsorption of the following agrochemicals is addressed: 2,4 dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (referred to as 2,4 D), 1,1’-dimethyl-4,4’-bipyridinium (referred to as paraquat), (R)-2-(4-(4-cyano-
2-fluorophenoxy) phenoxy) propionic acid (referred to as cyhalofop), 4-chloro-2-methylphenoxyacetic acid (referred to as MCPA), and 2-chloro-4,6-bis (ethylamino)-s-triazine (referred to as simazine). The presence of such agrochemicals is very often detected in water bodies and soils as they have been largely used as pre-emergence control of broad-leaf weeds and annual grasses in agricultural and non-crop fields [44–46]. Their harmfulness and carcinogenic potential are well documented and are matters of increasing concern [47] because they can be dangerous at low (hardly detectable) concentrations [3].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

2,4 Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4 D) was supplied either by GmbH (99.6% purity) [48] or by Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Company (99.0% purity) [46]; 1,1’-dimethyl-4,4’-bipyridinium (paraquat) was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Company, St. Louis, MO, USA, (99.0% purity) [49]; (R)-2-(4-(4-cyano-2-fluorophenoxy) phenoxy) propionic acid (cyhalofop) was supplied by Dow Agroscience B. V. Rotterdam (99.0% purity) [50]; 4-chloro-2-methylphenoxyacetic acid (MCPA) was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Company (99.0% purity) [21]; and 2-chloro-4,6-bis (ethylamino)-s-triazine (simazine) was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Company (99.0% purity) [51–58]. Their structures are reported in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Structure formulas of the agrochemicals: (a) 2,4 dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D); (b) 1,1’-dimethyl-4,4’-bipyridinium (paraquat); (c) (R)-2-(4-(4-cyano-2-fluorophenoxy) phenoxy) propionic acid (cyhalofop); (d) 4-chloro-2-methylphenoxyacetic acid (MCPA); (e) 2-chloro-4,6-bis (ethylamino)-s-triazine (simazine).](image)

2.2. Methods

The methods and the procedures followed in the adsorption experiments were accurately described in [21,48–58].

The following experimental conditions were evaluated:
1. **pH.** The various adsorbents were contacted with an agrochemical solution of appropriate concentration at various solid/liquid ratios (s/l). The pH of the solution was properly varied by steps of 0.5, by addition of either 0.01 or 0.10 mmol/L HCl or NaOH solution. Each adsorption run lasted as long as necessary to reach equilibrium [21,48–58] and the pH of maximum adsorption for a given agrochemical/adsorbent system was determined at 25 °C.

2. **Adsorption time.** Kinetic studies were performed at the (previously determined) pH of maximum adsorption by contacting the selected adsorbent with the agrochemical solution of appropriate concentration at various contact times. The longest contact time was that needed to attain equilibrium [21,48–58].

3. **Adsorption isotherm.** Each adsorbent was contacted with solutions of appropriate agrochemical concentration, at selected s/l, at the (previously determined) pH of maximum adsorption at 25 °C. The pH of each suspension was kept constant by adding proper amounts of 0.01 or 0.10 mmol/L HCl or NaOH solution. The adsorption time of each run was selected so as to attain equilibrium [21,48–58].

4. **Solid/liquid ratio.** Adsorption runs were performed at various s/l ratios [21,48–58].

Iterative experiments of agrochemical removal from water were performed as follows. The selected adsorbent was contacted with an agrochemical aqueous solution at various s/l ratios and at the pH at which the maximum adsorption occurs, for a time sufficient to attain equilibrium. The selected initial agrochemical concentration was similar to that occurring in natural waters and water bodies [15,16]. Subsequently, solids were separated from liquids according to [21,48–58] and the equilibrium agrochemical concentration was determined. The same solution was newly contacted with fresh adsorbent at the same s/l ratio and the procedure was repeated until the equilibrium agrochemical concentration did not sensibly change [21,48–58]. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded according to the conditions reported in [59–61]. Diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform (DRIFT) spectra of selected adsorbents were obtained according to [21,48–58].

ζ-potential curves of selected adsorbents in deionized water were obtained and the point of zero charge (PZC) determined according to [21,48–58].

In some cases, the agrochemical was characterized by simultaneous differential thermal analysis (DTA) and thermogravimetric analysis (TG) according to [21,48–58].

Metal–ceramic nanocomposites were subjected to magnetic characterization according to [58].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Adsorption on Humic-Like Substances

The use of vegetal biomass with high sorption capacity to remediate waters that are polluted by agrochemicals was already described [62]. Among such vegetal biomasses, the use of the organic fraction of olive oil mill wastewater appears particularly interesting, as it is a cost-free agricultural waste, which would require disposal and possesses humic acid-like characteristics [63]. Such an organic fraction of olive oil mill wastewater assumes polymeric features and is, indeed, named polymerin [62]; it exhibits potential for the bioremediation of water contaminated with agrochemicals [63]. In particular, polymerin was subjected to both chemical and DRIFTS (Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy) analysis, which confirmed that it is a humic-like polyelectrolyte consisting of carbohydrates, melanin, and proteins, naturally binding some metals (Ca, Mg, K, Na, and Fe) that are chelated by carboxylate anions and/or other nucleophilic functional groups [63]. Moreover, the point of zero charge of polymerin is 2.2, its negative charge increasing with the pH, and it has a pKa of 4.5, in agreement with the presence of mildly acidic carboxyl and phenolic groups.

Adsorption of paraquat, 2,4-D and cyhalofop [64] on polymerin was studied at various pH and s/l. In particular, 10, 25, and 50 mg of polymerin were added to 20 mL of water (s/l = 1/2000, 1/800, 1/400, respectively) bearing 0.27 and 0.22 mmol/L of paraquat and 2,4-D, respectively, and 10 mg of polymerin were added to 20 mL of water (s/l = 1/2000) [49,50]. As expected, both the residual agrochemical concentration in water and the amount of agrochemical adsorbed per gram of sorbent
decreased with increasing s/l. Concerning the influence of pH, the maximum adsorbed amount of paraquat, 2,4-D and cyhalofop was obtained at pH 5.7, 2.0 and 4.5, respectively. Such findings were interpreted as follows. Paraquat is present in water either as a cation at acidic-neutral pH or as a neutral species at basic pHs. The maximum of interaction between paraquat and polymerin occurs at a pH = 5.7, i.e., when it occurs as a cation and the surface of polymerin is covered by a sufficient number of negatively charged sites, which are the more numerous the higher the pH. Thus, adsorption of paraquat on polymerin is low both at acidic pH, on account of the low number of negatively charged sites at the surface of polymerin, and at basic pH, as paraquat loses its cationic character. Unlike paraquat, 2,4-D exhibits prevalingly anionic/non-ionic character and, thus, is adsorbed on polymerin through the formation of hydrogen bonds between the 2,4-D molecule and the humic acids of the solid surface. As expected, the formation of such hydrogen bonds occurs due to the lower pH and becomes appreciable only at pH ≤ 3 [49].

As far as cyhalofop adsorption on polymerin is concerned, this process could be probably ascribed to the formation of hydrogen bonds between the OH of the alcoholic groups of the polysaccharide component and the nitrile groups, and the undissociated carboxylic group of cyhalofop (pKa = 3.8, [63]). Therefore, at pH = 4.5 the effect of hydrogen bonding is stronger than the repulsion between the ionized carboxylic group of polymerin and the agrochemical. On the contrary, a significant decrease in the adsorbed amount of cyhalofop was detected at pH > 4.5 as the agrochemical and polymerin carboxylic groups were mainly dissociated, with consequent dominant effect of repulsion [50].

Kinetics of adsorption of paraquat, 2,4-D and cyhalofop on polymerin, at the pHs of maximum adsorption, were also investigated. Adsorption of also paraquat was found to occur quickly (less than 2 h needed to attain equilibrium), unlike the adsorption of the other two agrochemicals (24 h to attain equilibrium). Such a large difference was explained as follows: both 2,4-D and cyhalofop were likely adsorb as undissociated species, in equilibrium with their anionic form. Removal of molecular 2,4-D and cyhalofop results in the conversion of the anionic forms into their molecular forms, thus giving rise to a much slower process. Such processes do not occur during paraquat adsorption on polymerin, where a mere electrostatic attraction occurs. Finally, adsorption of paraquat and cyhalofop on polymerin was found to be a pseudo-first order process, whereas no indication of the order of the kinetics was given for adsorption of 2,4-D [49,50].

Adsorption isotherms of paraquat, 2,4-D, and cyhalofop on polymerin, at the pH of maximum adsorption, are reported in Figures 2 and 3 [49,50], respectively. Adsorption of the agrochemicals increased slowly with equilibrium concentrations and satisfactory curve-fits were obtained by using the Langmuir equation [65]. Isothermal adsorption experiments were not performed so as to attain a plateau. Figures 2 and 3 indicate the highest agrochemical adsorbed amount at the relevant agrochemical concentration and s/l, which are reported in Table 1.

**Table 1.** Highest paraquat, 2,4-D, and cyhalofop amounts adsorbed on polymerin at the appropriate agrochemical concentration and solid/liquid ratio (s/l).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>s/l Ratio</th>
<th>Paraquat Concentration (mmol/L)</th>
<th>Adsorbed Paraquat (mmol/kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/400</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/800</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2000</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>s/l Ratio</th>
<th>2,4-D Concentration (mmol/L)</th>
<th>Adsorbed 2,4-D (mmol/kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/400</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/800</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2000</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>s/l Ratio</th>
<th>Cyhalofop Concentration (mmol/L)</th>
<th>Adsorbed Cyhalofop (mmol/kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/2000</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Such amounts appear moderate. However, agrochemical adsorbed amounts at low agrochemical concentration do appear quite small. This datum appears very important from an applicative point of view, as agrochemical concentration levels in natural waters are usually decidedly low (lower than about 10 μmol/L) [15,16]. Moreover, this datum appears confirmed by the experiments of iterative agrochemical removal from water, at the pH of maximum adsorption, reported in Figures 4 and 5. Actually, a not reported residual agrochemical concentration (lower for paraquat, decidedly higher for 2,4-D and cyhalofop) remains in the water in spite of the fact that the agrochemical removal procedure was iterated from 3 to 8 times, at all the various s/l ratios [49,50]. The problem of the regeneration of the exhausted adsorbent is not considered as it can be composted with the destruction of the adsorbed agrochemicals.

![Figure 2](image-url)  
**Figure 2.** Adsorption isotherms of paraquat (a) or 2,4-D (b) on polymerin at solid/liquid ratios of 1/2000, 1/800, and 1/400 and at the pH of maximum adsorption. Reproduced with permission from Sannino et al., *Water Research*, published by Elsevier, 2008.

![Figure 3](image-url)  
**Figure 3.** Adsorption isotherms of cyhalofop on polymeryn, ferrihydrite, and ferrihydrite-polymerin at the pH of maximum adsorption. Reproduced with permission from Sannino et al., *Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry*, published by the ACS, American Chemical Society, 2009.
Figure 4. Residual paraquat (a) and 2,4-D (b) concentration as a function of the number of iterations, using polymeryn as adsorbent, at solid/liquid ratios of 1/2000, 1/800, and 1/400 at the pH of maximum adsorption. Reproduced with permission from Sannino et al., Water Research, published by Elsevier, 2008.

Figure 5. Residual cyhalofop concentration as a function of the number of iterations, using polymerin, ferrihydrite, and ferrihydrite-polymerin as adsorbents, at s/l = 1/2000 and at the pH of maximum adsorption. Reproduced with permission from Sannino et al., Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry, published by the ACS, 2009.

3.2. Adsorption on Zeolite H-Y

Removal of the agrochemical simazine from water by adsorption on zeolite H-Y was reported in [52,55,66].

The H-Y zeolite was chosen on the basis of these considerations: (1) the dimensions of the windows are similar to those of simazine [17,67], which allows its fast uptake [7]; (2) the presence of acid sites which can react with the lone electron pairs of simazine [68]; (3) the thermal stability [68]; (4) original Y zeolite is low cost and commercially available, as well as other zeolites such as zeolite A [69]. H-Y zeolite was prepared according to the procedure described in detail in [67,68]. The obtained H-Y zeolite was used to remove simazine by adsorption from distilled water and from a well water having the composition reported in Table 2.
Interestingly, adsorption of simazine on H-Y zeolite resulted poorly affected by type of water used in the experiments, in that the pH at which the maximum simazine adsorption occurred was the same (5.5) in both types of water, as well as the amount of adsorbed simazine. Moreover, also adsorption isotherms of simazine from the two different waters were very similar (simazine adsorption isotherm from distilled water is reported in Figure 6) and kinetics of adsorption from both waters was pseudo-second order with the attainment of equilibrium in about one day [52,55,66]. These observations suggest that the mechanism of adsorption is independent of the type of water.

Table 2. Features of the well water.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pH:</td>
<td>8.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity (dS/m)</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₃^− (mg/L)</td>
<td>24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCO₃^− (mg/L)</td>
<td>838.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl^− (mg/L)</td>
<td>96.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO₄^2− (mg/L)</td>
<td>15.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO₃^− (mg/L)</td>
<td>36.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO₂^− (mg/L)</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na^+ (mg/L)</td>
<td>234.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca^2+ (mg/L)</td>
<td>54.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K^+ (mg/L)</td>
<td>45.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg²+ (mg/L)</td>
<td>31.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Figure 6. Adsorption isotherm of simazine on (Fe,H)A800C-0 min (full circles), (Fe,H)A600C-90 min (empty circles), zeolite HY (full triangle), and SiO₂(II)400 (full square) samples at the pH of maximum adsorption. Reproduced with permission from Pansini et al., *Journal of Environmental Chemical Engineering*, published by Elsevier, 2018.
In particular, zeolite H-Y in water has only Brønsted acidic centers [68], as possible Lewis acidic centers have reacted. In turn, simazine behaves as a base because of the lone pairs on N atoms on the lateral chains. Thus, simazine uptake by zeolite H-Y can be considered as involving a typical acid-base equilibrium. Such interactions occur most favorably at a pH where the following two phenomena balance each other as:

1. at alkaline pH, hydroxyl anions neutralize the acid sites of H-Y zeolite, being the OH⁻ ion a stronger base than simazine (Figure 7a);
2. at acidic pH, the hydronium ions form react with the N lone pairs of simazine (Figure 7b).

![Figure 7. Mechanistic diagram to illustrate the adsorption mechanism of simazine on zeolite H-Y: H-Y zeolite framework (a) and simazine molecule (b) at alkaline and acidic pH, respectively. Reproduced with permission from Sannino et al., Journal of Hazardous Materials, published by Elsevier, 2012.](image)

Adsorption isotherms of simazine from both distilled and well water (at the pH of maximum adsorption) showed a sigmoidal shape and were classified, according to [65] as of S-type and sloped to L-type. Its first concave portion may be analyzed according to the Freundlich equation. Moreover, a plateau of adsorbed simazine at about 12500 μmol/kg was recorded at equilibrium concentration not lower than about 12 μmol/L simazine. Despite this, being sigmoidal the shape of the isotherm, simazine adsorption at low simazine equilibrium concentration is modest. Despite this, the two-step (the first at s/l = 1/10000, the second at s/l = 1/10, at the pH of maximum adsorption) iterative procedure of simazine removal from (both distilled and well) water was able to bring residual simazine concentration in solution from 11 μmol/L (concentration at which agrochemicals are usually found in natural waters [15,16]) to below 0.05 mg/L = 0.25 μmol/L (see Figure 8).

The attainment of this concentration appears of large practical importance as in Italy the DLGS. N. 152/2006 states 0.05 mg/L as the maximum concentration of agrochemicals allowed in wastewater to be released in surface waters or in sink.

The thermal regeneration of simazine-bearing exhausted zeolite H-Y was proposed. Actually, simazine was subjected to thermogravimetric (TG) and differential thermal analysis (DTA) in air and these curves were reported in [52]. It was found that:

1. The DTA curve exhibited a sharp endothermic peak at 239 °C and four small exothermic peaks in the temperature range 258–860 °C, and a final sharp exothermic peak at 500 °C.
2. A total weight loss larger than 95% was recorded through the TG analysis: it started at about 200 °C and attained completion at about 500 °C.

These findings were interpreted by considering that simazine undergoes thermal decomposition between 200 °C and 500 °C and that the moieties arising from its decomposition burn in the same temperature range. Thus, a few minutes thermal treatment at 500 °C of exhausted, simazine-bearing
zeolite H-Y would result in the destruction of the agrochemical with no damage for the adsorbent which, during its preparation, was twice thermally treated at 550 °C for 3 h.

Figure 8. (a) Residual simazine concentration in the model water (full symbols) and well water (open symbols) as a function of the number of iteration of the iterative process, using zeolite H-Y (initial simazine concentration = 11 μmol/L, s/l ratio = 1/10000, pH = 6.5, contact time = 24 h). (b) Residual simazine concentration in the model water (full symbols) and well water (open symbols) as a function
of the number of iteration of the iterative process, using zeolite H-Y (initial simazine concentration = 2 \(\mu\)mol/L, s/l ratio = 1/10, pH = 6.5, contact time = 24 h). Reproduced with permission from Sannino et al., *Journal of Environmental Science and Health*, PART B, Pesticides, Food Contaminants, and Agriculture Wastes, published by Taylor and Francis, 2015.

### 3.3. Adsorption on Porous Oxides

Adsorption of agrochemicals on various porous oxides was the subject of a series of interesting studies [21,48,50,51,53–57].

A composite adsorbent was produced by adding 0.1 M NaOH to an AlCl3 and Na-saturated montmorillonite suspension, which gave rise to the precipitation of Al(OH)x over the montmorillonite surface [70]. After washing with distilled water and freeze-drying, a composite adsorbent, formed by a Na-saturated clay supporting an amphoteric oxo-hydroxide was obtained and used for the adsorption of 2,4-D from distilled water, at s/l = 1/20 and contact time = 24 h. Moreover, no indication of the pH of adsorption experiments was reported and thus, it appears likely that these experiments were performed at the pH naturally occurring when 2,4-D bearing solution and composite adsorbent were contacted.

It was found that, at saturation, about 900 \(\mu\)g of 2,4-D were adsorbed per gram of adsorbent; only 44% of adsorbed 2,4-D was removed from the adsorbent by means of two washing cycles of 24 h (0.1 M acetate, pH = 5.6) and, thus, the remaining 507 \(\mu\)g/g were stably chemisorbed. Apparently, the following two different mechanisms explained the physical and chemical sorption of 2,4-D: (1) electrostatic interactions between the COO\(^-\) moieties of 2,4-D and the positive sites of clays, and (2) ligand exchanges of COO\(^-\) groups with –OH or water at the clay surface, respectively.

In [50] another adsorbent was prepared as follows: a 0.1 M FeCl3 solution was titrated to pH = 6 by adding 1 M NaOH. The precipitate was aged at 20 °C for 24 h and, subsequently centrifuged, washed, dialyzed against distilled water, and freeze dried, thus obtaining an iron oxo-hydroxide \([\text{Fe(OH)}_2]_n\) known as ferrihydrite [71]. Then, 10 mg of this adsorbent were added to 20 mL of various solutions bearing cyhalofop (s/l = 1/2000). As far as the adsorption dependence on pH is concerned, the maximum amount cyhalofop adsorbed on ferrihydrite occurred at pH 3.5. At this pH, the surface of ferrihydrite is completely covered by positive charges (pH of zero charge = 9.4) and the un-ionized/ionized agrochemical is about 50/50%. In such conditions, carboxylate groups of cyhalofop formed H bonds with the positive surface of ferrihydrite. Thus, adsorption of cyhalofop on ferrihydrite attains its maximum at pH = 3.5, as: (1) at pH > 3.5 the surface of ferrihydrite is protonated to a lower extent; and (2) at pH < 3.5 the amount of un-ionized cyhalofop predominates on its ionized form. These hypotheses were confirmed by the DRIFTS spectra reported in [50].

Kinetic studies, at the pH of maximum adsorption, showed that adsorption of cyhalofop on ferrihydrite attained equilibrium in about 2 h and that the process was pseudo first order. The adsorption isotherm of cyhalofop on ferrihydrite (at the pH of maximum adsorption) (see Figure 3) was well fitted by the Langmuir equation and was found to lie far above the adsorption isotherms of cyhalofop on polymerin and on a complex polymerin-ferrihydrite [50], thus attaining a larger adsorbed amount (650 mmol/kg). Such a better cyhalofop adsorption ability of ferrihydrite was confirmed by experiments of iterative agrochemical removal from water at the pH of maximum adsorption. The data in Figure 5 show that the not-reported residual agrochemical concentration in water is decidedly lower in the case of adsorption on ferrihydrite than in the case of adsorption on polymerin and on the polymerin-ferrihydrite complex and that such value is attained after a lower number of iterations [50]. Despite this, the fact that this value is not reported suggests that it is higher than the limits allowed by law (0.05 mg/L). The problem of the regeneration of the exhausted adsorbent is not investigated.

Unlike the porous oxides tested in refs. [48,50] which were produced in the laboratory, commercial samples of \(\gamma\)-alumina (\(\gamma\)–Al2O3) and iron(III) oxide (Fe3O4) (IoliTec Nanomaterials, 99.9% and 99.5% purity, respectively) were used for MCPA [21] and simazine [51] adsorption from water by adding 2.0, 10, 20, and 40 mg of oxides to a final volume of 20 mL of simazine bearing solution (s/l = 1/10,000, 1/2000, 1/1000 and 1/500, respectively). The textural properties of the
commercial adsorbents were evaluated according to [72]. The most meaningful data are summarized in Table 3.

**Table 3.** Physical and chemical properties of Al₂O₃ and Fe₂O₃. BET: Brunauer–Emmett–Teller; SSA: Specific Surface Area; PZC: point of zero charge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Pore Volume (cm/g)</th>
<th>Particle Size (nm)</th>
<th>Average Pore Diameter (nm)</th>
<th>BET SSA (m²/g)</th>
<th>PZC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>γ−Al₂O₃</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₂O₃</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>10–00</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Agrochemical adsorption dependence on pH was firstly investigated. MCPA optimum adsorption pH was 4.0 and 3.5, for Al₂O₃ and Fe₂O₃, respectively, whereas simazine optimum adsorption pH was 6.5 and 3.5 for Al₂O₃ and Fe₂O₃, respectively.

MCPA adsorption dependence on pH was explained by considering that, at the optimum adsorption pH of MCPA, the surface of both oxides is positively charged (Table 3) and the proportions of COOH/COO⁻ groups were estimated as about 40%/60% and 50%/50%, for Al₂O₃ and Fe₂O₃, respectively. In these conditions, the ionized carboxylic groups of MCPA formed hydrogen bonds with the positive surface of both oxides.

Thus, adsorption of MCPA on Al₂O₃ and Fe₂O₃ attains its maximum at the reported values of pH (4.0 and 3.5 for Al₂O₃ and Fe₂O₃, respectively) as: (1) at higher pH the surface of both oxides is protonated to a lower extent; and (2) at lower pH the amount of un-ionized MCPA predominates in its ionized form.

Simazine adsorption dependence on pH appears different, as simazine in aqueous solution behaves as a weak base. Thus, adsorption on the two oxides appears related to the creation of hydrogen bond between the N atoms of alkali side chains and the surface of the oxide. The different character of the oxides (decidedly amphoteric Al₂O₃ and more basic Fe₂O₃) gives rise to a higher pH of maximum adsorption for Al₂O₃ (6.5) than Fe₂O₃ (3.5). In this case at pH higher than the one of maximum adsorption the surface of both oxides is protonated to a lower extent and at pH lower than the one of maximum adsorption simazine is protonated to a larger extent which hinders its interaction with the positively charged surface of the adsorbent.

The uptakes of MCPA and simazine by γ−Al₂O₃ and Fe₂O₃ were recorded at various times and at the pH of maximum adsorption, in order to investigate the kinetics of the adsorption process. It was found that MCPA adsorption was fast on Al₂O₃ and slower on Fe₂O₃ (5 and 90 min to attain equilibrium, respectively), whereas the contrary occurred for simazine adsorption (120 and 5 min to attain equilibrium, respectively). Moreover, adsorption of MCPA on both oxides was found to follow pseudo first-order kinetics, whereas adsorption of simazine on the same oxides was found to follow pseudo second-order kinetics. The interpretation of these findings do not appear immediate, although it is apparent that the different acid/base properties of the two agrochemicals (MCPA is an acid and simazine is a base) seems to play a key role in determining different kinetic behavior. Figures 9 and 10 report the adsorption isotherm of MCPA and simazine (at the pH of maximum adsorption) on Al₂O₃ and Fe₂O₃, respectively.
Figure 9. Adsorption isotherm of MCPA on Al₂O₃ (a) and Fe₂O₃ (b) at the pH of maximum adsorption. Reproduced with permission from Addorisio et al., Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry, published by the ACS, 2010.

The adsorption isotherms of the two agrochemicals on both oxides were curve-fitted by applying the Freundlich adsorption model. The classification of the isotherms according [65] is as follows: adsorption of MCPA on Al₂O₃ (L-type) and Fe₂O₃ (S-type); and adsorption of simazine on Al₂O₃ (S-type) and Fe₂O₃ (C-type). Only the isotherm of MCPA adsorption on Fe₂O₃ was performed so as to attain a plateau (50,000 μmol/kg at MCPA equilibrium concentration higher than 40 μmol/L). However, as previously said, the most important points of adsorption isotherm of agrochemicals, from the applicative point of view, are those at low equilibrium concentration as agrochemicals in natural waters and water bodies are present at concentrations lower than 10 μmol/L [15,16]. At such concentration levels the amount of agrochemical adsorbed on the porous oxide, used as adsorbents, ranges between 4000 and 12,000 μmol/kg and can be considered between modest and moderate.
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Finally, the results of the experiments of iterative removal of MCPA from water (at the pH of maximum adsorption and s/l = 1/10,000) on Al₂O₃ and Fe₂O₃ were reported in Figure 11.

It was found that MCPA concentration was brought from 100 µmol/L to a not reported residual value lower for adsorption on Al₂O₃ than on Fe₂O₃. Nevertheless, such residual value appears higher than the limits allowed by law.

Figure 11. Residual MCPA concentration in the water as a function of the number of iteration of the iterative process, using Al₂O₃ (triangles) and Fe₂O₃ (circles) as adsorbents, at the pH of maximum adsorption. Reproduced with permission from Addorisio et al., *Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry*, published by the ACS, 2010.
The regeneration of the adsorbents after saturation with the agrochemicals was not addressed.

In the previous paragraphs, the adsorption of various agrochemicals on a basic oxide (FeO) and an amphoteric oxide (Al2O3) was reviewed [21,48,50,51]. However, also the more acidic silicon dioxide (SiO2) was used to fulfil the same goal [53–57]. Actually, some samples of porous SiO2 were prepared by the sol-gel technique according to [36,53]. The versatility of the sol-gel procedure allowed to tailor the porous network of SiO2 to gain information about the relevance of micro/meso porosity on the adsorption processes of pesticides. To this purpose, a conventional sol-gel route and an alcohol-free method were designed considering different water to alkoxide ratios [36,41,53]. The procedures followed in preparing the samples of porous silica are described in detail in [53]. The porous SiO2 sample that gave the best results in the adsorption of simazine from both distilled and natural water was the one labelled as SiO2(II)400 for the sake of uniformity with [53].

The textural properties of the sample SiO2(II)400 were evaluated according to [72]. The most meaningful data are the following: specific surface area 705 m²/g, total pore volume 0.364 cm³/g and micropore volume 0.056 cm³/g [53].

Unlike zeolite H-Y, which showed very similar behavior in the adsorption of simazine both from distilled and well water, the adsorption capacity of simazine by sample SiO2(II)400 was markedly affected by the presence of the interfering ions present in the well water (see Table 2). Actually, the pH of maximum simazine adsorption from distilled and well water was 5.5 and 4.5, respectively, and the amount of adsorbed simazine was about 29,000 and 15,000 µmol/kg, respectively [53,55]. Also, the isotherms of adsorption of simazine from distilled and well water (at the pH of maximum adsorption) were different: the former isotherm was reported in Figure 4, the latter (not reported) showed a similar trend of the former up to about 9 µmol/L equilibrium concentration, but, at slightly higher equilibrium concentration, rapidly attained a plateau at about 20,000 µmol/kg [53,55].

This plateau is about the half of the saturation value of the isotherm obtained in distilled water, reported in Figure 4. As far as kinetics of the process is concerned, nothing can be said as experiments of simazine adsorption at various times were performed only in distilled water at its pH of maximum adsorption (equilibrium was attained in about one hour and a pseudo second-order kinetic was followed) [53]. The interpretation of these finding appears very complicated as it involves a problem of simultaneous equilibrium in solution of overwhelming complexity. Thus, without claiming to give a valid explanation for whatever, it can be reasonably said that:

1. Simazine uptake by porous SiO2(II)400 is related to proton transfer from silanols (SiOH) to simazine molecules, followed by electrostatic interactions holding together the negatively charged oxygen atoms of silanols and the positively charged protonated simazine molecules [53,55].

2. Simazine uptake by porous SiO2(II)400 attains its maximum at a pH value at which two phenomena balance each other. Actually, on the one hand, at alkaline pH, hydroxyl anions preferentially react with the hydrogen atoms of silanols, being OH− a base stronger than simazine. On the other, at acidic pH, hydronium ions form substituted ammonium species by reacting with the lone pair electrons of nitrogen atoms of lateral chains of simazine molecule [53,55].

The above interpretation of simazine adsorption by porous SiO2(II)400 suggests that CO3− anions present in the well water could interfere with simazine adsorption. Actually, carbonate is a stronger base than simazine, and so could react with the silanol groups of SiO2(II)400. These considerations account for the fact that the pH of maximum simazine adsorption shifts to more acidic pH value (from 5.5 to 4.5) when simazine adsorption on SiO2(II)400 porous silica is performed from distilled or well water, respectively. Nevertheless, at this more acidic pH (4.5) simazine is protonated to a too large extent and, thus, the saturation of SiO2(II)400 porous silica occurs at a simazine loading which is about the half of that recorded in distilled water [53,55].

Despite the fact that the whole adsorption process of simazine on silica seems affected by the kind of water (distilled or well) in which is performed, the two steps (the first at s/l = 1/10,000, the second at s/l = 1/100, at the pH of maximum adsorption) iterative procedure of simazine removal from (both distilled and well) water do not seem largely affected by this fact (see Figure 12).
This finding may be explained by considering that at the (low) simazine concentration used during these runs the interfering action of ions in water does not play a crucial role.

**Figure 12.** (a) Residual simazine concentration in the model water (pH = 5.5, full symbols) and well water (pH = 4.5, open symbols) as a function of the number of iteration of the cyclic process, using SiO2(II)400 porous silica (initial simazine concentration = 11 μmol/L, s/l ratio = 1/10,000, contact time = 24 h). (b) Residual simazine concentration in the model water (pH = 5.5, full symbols) and well water (pH = 4.5, open symbols) as a function of the number of iteration of the cyclic process, using SiO2(II)400 porous silica (initial simazine concentration = 2.0 μmol/L, s/l ratio = 1/100, contact time = 24 h). Reproduced with permission from Sannino et al., *Journal of Environmental Science and Health, PART B, Pesticides, Food Contaminants, and Agriculture Wastes*, published by Taylor and Francis, 2015.
Examining data of Figure 10, it may be found that the iterative procedure was able to bring the residual simazine concentration in solution from 11 μmol/L (concentration at which agrochemicals are usually found in natural waters [15,16]) to below 0.05 mg/L = 0.25 μmol/L.

The attainment of this residual concentration appears of large practical importance as in Italy the DLGS. N. 152/2006 states 0.05 mg/L as the maximum concentration of agrochemicals allowed in wastewater to be released in surface waters or in sink [53,55].

A thermal regeneration (few minutes at about 500 °C) of the exhausted, simazine bearing, adsorbent similar to the one described for zeolite H-Y may be proposed as thermal treatment up to 600 °C were not found to affect the adsorptive properties of SiO(II)400 porous silica sample [53,55].

3.4. Adsorption on Magnetic Metal-Ceramic Nanocomposites

Some year ago a smart process to obtain magnetic nanocomposites from commercial zeolites was protected by the application of a patent [73,74]. The first step of this process consists of an ionic exchange of the zeolite with a heavy metal (Ni, Fe or Co), whereas the second step is a thermal treatment at relatively mild temperature (500–050 °C) under reducing atmosphere, obtained by flowing a 2.0 vol. % H₂ in Ar mixture. The materials resulting from this process are formed by a dispersion of magnetic metal (Ni, Fe, or Co) nanoparticles (size ranging between 5 and 25 nm) embedded in a ceramic matrix mainly based on amorphous silica and alumina [75–77]. Obtained nanocomposites, which exhibit magnetic properties owing to the presence of Ni, Fe, or Co nanoparticles [78–80], showed also good adsorptive ability, and thus were advantageously used in the DNA separation [81] and agrochemical removal from water by adsorption [58]. Actually, in this last [58] two different magnetic adsorbents, produced with the reported process, were used to remove simazine from distilled water by adsorption. Figure 13 shows the sequence of operations performed in the preparation of the two magnetic nanocomposites used in simazine removal from water by adsorption. The description of the details of this sequence of operations can be found in [58,82].

These two samples of nanocomposites were subjected to quantitative phase determinations by the combined RIR-Rieveld method [83–85] which gave the results summarized in Table 4.

Moreover, these two samples of nanocomposites were subjected to: (1) textural and morphological characterization, whose main results are summarized in Table 5; (2) TEM characterization.

![Figure 13. Preparation of magnetic adsorbents](image-url)
Table 4. Quantitative Phase analysis of samples (Fe,H)A800C-0 min. and (b) (Fe,H)A600C-90 min (values are reported in wt.%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>LTA_Fe%</th>
<th>Magnetite%</th>
<th>Wustite%</th>
<th>Fe%</th>
<th>Amorphous Phase%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Fe,H)A600C-90 min</td>
<td>0.8(3)</td>
<td>7.1(3)</td>
<td>0.2(1)</td>
<td>4.8(1)</td>
<td>87.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Fe,H)A800C-0 min</td>
<td>8.0(2)</td>
<td>5.4(1)</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>0.2(1)</td>
<td>86.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 5. Specific surface area (S_{BET}), total pore volume (V_p), and micropore volume (V_{mp}).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>S_{BET} (m²/g)</th>
<th>V_p (cm³/g)</th>
<th>V_{mp} (cm³/g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Fe,H)A600C-90 min</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Fe,H)A800C-0 min</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In particular, Figure 14a,b shows some TEM images of samples (Fe,H)A800C-0 min and (Fe,H)A600C-90 min, where nanoparticles of magnetite and Fe⁰ appear dark. The histograms of the nanoparticle size distribution reveal that their average dimension is 11 and 1.82 nm for samples (Fe,H)A800C-0 min and (Fe,H)A600C-90 min, respectively. A more detailed description of TEM images is reported in [58].

![Figure 14](image-url)
The results of the magnetic characterization to which the two magnetic adsorbents studied in this work were subjected, were reported in Figure 15 where the magnetic hysteresis cycles of (Fe,H)A800C-0 min (red symbols) and (Fe,H)A600C-90 min (black symbols) are shown. Magnetization values (M) of 4.2 and 12.3 emu/g, respectively, were recorded at the maximum applied field; it must be noted that complete magnetic saturation is not attained at 17 kOe, as expected from nanoparticulate systems.

![Figure 15](image-url)

**Figure 15.** Room-temperature magnetic hysteresis loops of (Fe,H)A800C-0 min (red symbols) and (Fe,H)A600C-90 min (black symbols); inset: low-field region. Reproduced with permission from Fansini et al., *Journal of Environmental Chemical Engineering*, published by Elsevier, 2018.

Different coercive fields (H) are reported in the magnetization cycles. The magnetic adsorbent (Fe,H)A800C-0 min, which bears a considerable amount of magnetite, has a coercivity typical of Fe3O4 nanoparticles (≥45 Oe), whereas the coercive field of the magnetic adsorbent (Fe,H)A600C-90 min (H ≥ 375 Oe) is fully compatible with the presence of higher-anisotropy nanoparticles of metallic Fe (see Table 4). It is noteworthy that similar results concerning M, H, and the non-saturating character of magnetization curves of various Fe nanoparticles systems, obtained through different procedures, are reported in the literature [86,87]. The unsaturating M(H) curve indicates that a fraction of Fe ions remains dissolved in the host. Such magnetic features ensure an easy and fast magnetic separation of the exhausted adsorbent from the liquid phase, in which they were dispersed, by the use of a magnetic-field gradient produced by an external magnet.

As far as the dependence of simazine uptake by samples (Fe,H)A800C-0 min and (Fe,H)A600C-90 min on pH is concerned, it was found that about 25,000 µmol/kg were adsorbed on them at pH 6.5 and 3.0, respectively (s/l = 1/10,000). The fact that this maximum occurs at largely different pH values indicates that samples (Fe,H)A800C-0 min and (Fe,H)A600C-90 min adsorb simazine following largely different mechanisms. In particular, it was found that: (1) the adsorption of simazine on sample (Fe,H)A800C-0 min occurred according to the same mechanism of simazine adsorption on zeolite H-Y (see the final part of paragraph concerning adsorption on zeolite H-Y); (2) the adsorption of simazine on sample (Fe,H)A600C-90 min occurred through the formation of intermolecular hydrogen bond in the simazine-magnetite, or possibly even simazine-silica, contact layer as confirmed in [81,88,89]. The details of the mechanism of simazine adsorption are reported in [58].
Simazine isotherm of adsorption on samples (Fe,H)A800C-0 min and (Fe,H)A600C-90 min are reported in Figure 4, together with simazine adsorption isotherms on other adsorbents. In all these isotherms different adsorption plateaux are recorded: 12000 μmol/L for zeolite H-Y, 30,000 μmol/L for samples (Fe,H)A800C-0 min and (Fe,H)A600C-90 min and 40,000 μmol/L for silica sample SiO2(II)400. These values could suggest the consideration that magnetic samples (Fe,H)A800C-0 min and (Fe,H)A600C-90 min remove simazine from water more poorly than silica sample SiO2(II)400. A more careful examination of these data shows that this conclusion is wrong. Actually, it must be borne in mind that: (1) Agrochemicals are usually present in water bodies at concentrations lower than 10 μmol/L [15,16]; (2) the law limit is 0.05 mg/L ≈ 0.25 μmol/L. These considerations suggest that an adsorbent, viable for practical applications, whose task is removing simazine from water, must work well in the simazine concentration range from about 9–90 μmol/L to below 0.25 μmol/L. In this particular simazine concentration range, magnetic adsorbents (Fe,H)A800C-0 min and (Fe,H)A600C-90 min are found to exhibit the best performances. Actually, their adsorption isotherm lies far above than those of silica sample SiO2(II)400 and zeolite H-Y. Moreover, the supplementary data concerning simazine adsorption on other adsorbents reported in [51,52] show that the magnetic adsorbents of this work exhibit an higher efficiency in simazine removal from water.

The kinetic runs and the results of the iterative process of simazine removal from water (Figures 16 and 17) further confirm the good efficiency of magnetic adsorbents (Fe,H)A800C-0 min and (Fe,H)A600C-90 min in the simazine removal from water.

**Figure 16.** Iterative process of simazine removal from waters (s/l ratio = 1/10000, for 24 h, maximum adsorption pH). Reproduced with permission from Pansini et al., *Journal of Environmental Chemical Engineering*, published by Elsevier, 2018.
Regarding kinetic runs it was found that simazine adsorption on samples (Fe,H)A800C-0 min and (Fe,H)A600C-90 min followed a second order kinetics and that the time necessary to attain equilibrium was one day. However, it was also found that about 1.5–5 h were sufficient to attain a simazine uptake higher than about 70% for both samples. Regarding the iterative process, Figure 14 reports that 7–7 iterations (at s/l = 1/10,000 g/g and 24 h contact time) are sufficient to bring simazine concentration below the law limit (0.25 μmol/L), whereas Figure 15 shows that 5–5 iterations (at s/l = 1/1000 g/g and 1.5 h contact time) are sufficient to attain the same goal.

A thermal regeneration (few minutes at about 500 °C) of the exhausted, simazine bearing adsorbent similar (but not equal) to the one described for zeolite H-Y and SiO₃(II)400 porous silica sample may be proposed. Actually, such thermal treatment in air would result in the oxidation of the metallic iron with the possible loss of the magnetic properties of the adsorbents. This problem may be easily solved by performing this short thermal treatment under inert (created by N₂) or reducing (created by 2.0 vol. % H₂ in Ar mixture) atmosphere. In these conditions the magnetic adsorbents do not undergo any transformation as they were produced at a temperature decidedly higher than the one of the thermal treatment of regeneration (500 °C).

4. Conclusions

This review represents a sort of “ride” through the different views that the scientific community has towards the serious environmental problem created by presence of agrochemicals in natural waters and water bodies. What appears a little surprising is that, in a lag of time of about ten years, the attitude of the scientific community towards this problem has largely changed, thus showing a commendable enhanced sensitivity that pushed research in the direction of preparing more efficient and functional adsorbents. Actually, about ten years ago, acknowledged scientific journals published works concerning the removal of agrochemicals using humic-like substances waste of food industry. This view was originated by the “romantic” claim of solving the environmental problems with
something (the waste of the food industry) for which disposal was an environmental problem, thus “killing two birds with one stone”. Obviously, this very attractive resolution has failed on account of the modest agrochemical removal ability and not sufficiently low agrochemical residual concentration in water that can be attained using humic-like substances as adsorbents. Thus, adsorbents exhibiting better and better performances in removing agrochemicals from water (such as properly modified zeolites and the porous oxides of various elements) were produced and tested, obtaining also very good results such as the attainment of agrochemicals concentration allowed by law. In particular, this last result must be kept in due consideration as, given the strong toxicity of agrochemicals, such limits are always very low (see the DLGS. N. 152/2006 ruling in Italy) and attainable with great difficulty. However, a method to solve an environmental problem is practical only if it can be simply and easily operated. Unfortunately, the separation of the exhausted adsorbent from the medium, after removal of agrochemicals, is a problem of overwhelming complexity at an industrial level. This point, in particular, seems to strongly suggest the use of magnetic adsorbents for the adsorption of agrochemicals from water. Actually, the simplicity of the magnetic separation from the aqueous medium by the use of an external magnet, the good performance in agrochemical removal, and the ease of regeneration concur, pointing to the magnetic adsorbents described in this work as being very promising candidates for the treatment of waters polluted by the presence of agrochemicals.

Nevertheless, it must be said that, despite the strength of all the above considerations, large-scale field applications of magnetic metal-ceramic nanocomposites in environmental decontamination are not reported in the literature, to the best of our knowledge, as confirmed by [90,91]. Furthermore, these two valuable works evidence that, among the various obstacles that the use of magnetic metal-ceramic nanocomposites in environmental decontamination encounters, the main issues are those regarding their commercialization, which appear, at the moment, to particularly hinder their use in practical application of a wider scale.
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